Jolif and others3 -is that B is later and better than A. This view may have a superficial plausibility, but I shall contend in this paper that a closer examination of the evidence together with more precisely formulated arguments leads one to a different conclusion, and that the evidence clearly favors the view that A is in fact later than B. More precisely I shall suggest that it was Aristotle's intention to make A a part of EN, while B does not belong with the rest of the treatise, being rather a separate monograph from the period between EE and EN, and that as regards doctrine A, not B, is the more satisfactory. Before embarking we had best agree that we are in fact dealing with two quite separate pieces, for Joachim and apparently Burnet treat them as segments of the same discussion4. The following arguments may be offered: (1) they are divided without evident cause by the long account of friendship, and make no reference to one another;
(2) as Festugi6re shows at length, they are parallel in structures;
(3) two of the principal common opinions are included in both accounts; (4) Aristotle's own theory is different in each account (see sect. (v)); (5) a number of minor points occur in both pierces6; (6) finally there is one snippet of evidence which is conclusive, but which seems to have been overlooked,' namely K 1 1172 a 26-7:
and it seems that we should least of all pass over such things (i.e. pleasure and pain), especially as they involve much disagreement.
Aristotle could not have written this if B were intended to be part of a work already containing A. Having shown that Aristotle did not want both pieces to be read in EN, we may now take up the topic of this paper, to determine which account belongs to EN and whether the other represents a less or more developed version.
(ii) The Arguments tor the Usual View Of those forming the consensus only Festugi6re8 offers a detailed justification for his position: the others all refer their readers to his work. Let us start therefore by examining carefully his arguments. Unfortunately he does not list these arguments in an easily manage-
